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The Song of the Lark

The Song of the Lark
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David Whyte

The song begins and the eyes are lifted
but the sickle points toward the ground,
its downward curve forgotten
in the song she hears,
while over the dark wood, rising or falling,
the sun lifts on cool air,
the small body of a singing lark.

The song begins and the eyes are lifted
but the sickle points toward the ground,
its downward curve forgotten
in the song she hears,
while over the dark wood, rising or falling,
the sun lifts on cool air,
the small body of a singing lark.

The song falls, the eyes raise, the mouth opens
and her bare feet on the earth have stopped.

The song falls, the eyes raise, the mouth opens
and her bare feet on the earth have stopped.

Whoever listens in this silence, as she listens,
will also stand opened, thoughtless, frightened
by the joy she feels, the pathway in the field
branching to a hundred more,
no one has explored.

Whoever listens in this silence, as she listens,
will also stand opened, thoughtless, frightened
by the joy she feels, the pathway in the field
branching to a hundred more,
no one has explored.

What is called in her rises from the ground
and is found in her body,
what she is given is secret even from her.

What is called in her rises from the ground
and is found in her body,
what she is given is secret even from her.

This silence is the seed in her
of everything she is
and falling through her body
to the ground from which she comes,
it finds a hidden place to grow
and rises, and flowers, in old wild places,
where the dark-edged sickle cannot go.

This silence is the seed in her
of everything she is
and falling through her body
to the ground from which she comes,
it finds a hidden place to grow
and rises, and flowers, in old wild places,
where the dark-edged sickle cannot go.

All is given.

All is given.
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Sunday Welcome Vespers

Sunday Welcome Vespers

Introductions

Introductions

Orientation
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Litany of Welcome by Laurie Rudel, adapted by Mollie
At some point
we named a desire to step away
from our usual routine.
Because of that desire we made the journey
to this place,
a place set aside for the soul purpose
of creativity and companionship,
of learning and rest.
And so it is that we come now —
to open ourselves
—body, mind, heart and soul—
to the beauty of this place,
to the gift of one another,
and to the Creative Spirit in our midst.
We come —
to be nourished by good food,
to play and pray with dear companions,
and to walk with one another
in gentleness and in humility.
May each day of our time together
be filled with unexpected grace.
May our times of frustration or doubt
find a productive state of ease.
And may the core of our gathering
be rooted in the never-ending flow
of gratitude, blessing, and love.
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to open ourselves
—body, mind, heart and soul—
to the beauty of this place,
to the gift of one another,
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Blessing for our Opening

Blessing for our Opening

Monday Matins

Monday Matins

Attention without feeling, I began to learn, is only a
report. An openness — an empathy — was
necessary if the attention was to matter. …
Dear pine cone, let me hold you as you open.

Attention without feeling, I began to learn, is only a
report. An openness — an empathy — was
necessary if the attention was to matter. …
Dear pine cone, let me hold you as you open.
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Art begins with receptivity.

Art begins with receptivity.
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Wisdom Chant by Darlene Franz
The Earth is full,
full of your goodness.
The earth is full, full of you.
Your goodness fills the whole earth.

Wisdom Chant by Darlene Franz
The Earth is full,
full of your goodness.
The earth is full, full of you.
Your goodness fills the whole earth.

Artist Talk – How does your art open you to deeper
connection with your body--its glorious beauty and
its limitations?

Artist Talk – How does your art open you to deeper
connection with your body--its glorious beauty and
its limitations?

Announcements for the Day

Announcements for the Day

Sending Prayer:
Light, golden light
fresh from the source.
Colors, creation’s colors
Calling our senses.
Life, life in its oneness
Life in its manifold oneness
All from you.
You are the Sun
from whom the morning shines.
You are the River
in whom each life-form flows.
Each face, each race
Each cell within our ever-living soul.
This new day we greet You.

Sending Prayer:
Light, golden light
fresh from the source.
Colors, creation’s colors
Calling our senses.
Life, life in its oneness
Life in its manifold oneness
All from you.
You are the Sun
from whom the morning shines.
You are the River
in whom each life-form flows.
Each face, each race
Each cell within our ever-living soul.
This new day we greet You.

-from Praying with the Earth: A Prayerbook for Peace by
John Philip Newell

-from Praying with the Earth: A Prayerbook for Peace by
John Philip Newell

Monday Vespers in the Garden

Monday Vespers in the Garden

To spend time in Nature's tapestry of Life
is like opening an amazing gift:
an instruction book of Love and Life
given to us by the Creator,
the Source of All Being.

To spend time in Nature's tapestry of Life
is like opening an amazing gift:
an instruction book of Love and Life
given to us by the Creator,
the Source of All Being.
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Walk to the Garden

Walk to the Garden

Time in the Garden with David

Time in the Garden with David

Community Litany:
Here we can see
how we participate in the seasons of our lives,
the interplay and interconnectedness
of all things that sustain our lives,
the beauty and wisdom
of unity in diversity,
and the intricate patterns
of every form of life. …

Community Litany:
Here we can see
how we participate in the seasons of our lives,
the interplay and interconnectedness
of all things that sustain our lives,
the beauty and wisdom
of unity in diversity,
and the intricate patterns
of every form of life. …

May we gift ourselves
with times in the Silence
while basking in some of Nature's sacred settings...
Here, peace, harmony, and renewal
will be sure to nest in our heart.

May we gift ourselves
with times in the Silence
while basking in some of Nature's sacred settings...
Here, peace, harmony, and renewal
will be sure to nest in our heart.

Nan Merrill, adapted by Vonda
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The Earth is Full

The Earth is Full

Evening Blessing:
Like roots below the surface, drinking in water—
may you take into your body, your soul, the lifegiving nourishment of sleep, and sink into the
deep rest of God’s peace.
Amen.

Evening Blessing:
Like roots below the surface, drinking in water—
may you take into your body, your soul, the lifegiving nourishment of sleep, and sink into the
deep rest of God’s peace.
Amen.
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The mind is to be a reservoir of Light —
free, ready to give color and form,
ready to speak from Wisdom's Source.
Silence is the opening note.
The Indwelling Light illumines the heart and mind,
loosening the sightless, storm-swept self.
The freeing of Light, of God's own Life within,
is the means of self-expression —
not self-filled expression —
but God-like freedom.

The mind is to be a reservoir of Light —
free, ready to give color and form,
ready to speak from Wisdom's Source.
Silence is the opening note.
The Indwelling Light illumines the heart and mind,
loosening the sightless, storm-swept self.
The freeing of Light, of God's own Life within,
is the means of self-expression —
not self-filled expression —
but God-like freedom.

Elsie Nevins Morgan
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Song:

Trusting Our Opening
She who watches over us
will never slumber nor sleep. (repeat)
I in you and you in me, love’s simplicity.
Wholeness waits so patiently,
trusting our opening.

Song:

Trusting Our Opening
She who watches over us
will never slumber nor sleep. (repeat)
I in you and you in me, love’s simplicity.
Wholeness waits so patiently,
trusting our opening.

Alana Levandoski, adapted by Vonda

Alana Levandoski, adapted by Vonda

Artist Talk: How has your art surprised you, opening
you to a curiosity about new ideas, possibly even
new ways of thinking?

Artist Talk: How has your art surprised you, opening
you to a curiosity about new ideas, possibly even
new ways of thinking?

Announcements for the Day

Announcements for the Day

Sending Invitation:
Each day the Dawn-Bringer calls to us:
‘Open the door.
Explore what you believe and know.
Investigate what you do not believe and do not
know. Seek my dawning light within the
fragments of your daily happenings. ...
Venture into illuminating self-acceptance
so more of my radiant beauty
shines forth...’

Sending Invitation:
Each day the Dawn-Bringer calls to us:
‘Open the door.
Explore what you believe and know.
Investigate what you do not believe and do not
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Tuesday Vespers - Examen by Candle-Light

Tuesday Vespers - Examen by Candle-Light

Fire in the Earth

Fire in the Earth
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And we know, when Moses was told,
in the way he was told,
“Take off your shoes!”
He grew pale from that simple reminder
of fire in the dusty earth.
He never recovered his complicated way
of loving again
and was free to love in the same way
he felt the fire licking at his heels...
As if the lion earth could roar
and take him in one movement.
Every step he took from there
was carefully placed.
Everything he said mattered
as if he knew the constant witness of the ground
and remembered his own face in the dust
the moment before revelation.
Since then thousands have felt
the same immobile tongue
with which he tried to speak.
Like the moment you too saw, for the first time,
your own house turned to ashes.
Everything consumed
so the road could open again.
Your entire presence in your eyes
and the world turning slowly
into a single branch of flame.
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Everything he said mattered
as if he knew the constant witness of the ground
and remembered his own face in the dust
the moment before revelation.
Since then thousands have felt
the same immobile tongue
with which he tried to speak.
Like the moment you too saw, for the first time,
your own house turned to ashes.
Everything consumed
so the road could open again.
Your entire presence in your eyes
and the world turning slowly
into a single branch of flame.

Six Movements of Examen:
Presence
Gratitude
Emotions
Acceptance
Hope for Tomorrow
Integration

Six Movements of Examen:
Presence
Gratitude
Emotions
Acceptance
Hope for Tomorrow
Integration

Some day after mastering the winds,
the waves, the tides and gravity,
we shall harness for God
the energies of love,
and then, for a second time
in the history of the world,
[we] will have discovered fire.

Some day after mastering the winds,
the waves, the tides and gravity,
we shall harness for God
the energies of love,
and then, for a second time
in the history of the world,
[we] will have discovered fire.

Teilhard de Chardin

Teilhard de Chardin

Wednesday Matins

Wednesday Matins

My heart opened, and opened again.
The water pushed against my effort,
then its glassy permission to step ahead
touched my ankles.
The sense of going toward the source.

My heart opened, and opened again.
The water pushed against my effort,
then its glassy permission to step ahead
touched my ankles.
The sense of going toward the source.
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How did the rose ever open its heart
and give to this world all of its beauty?
It felt the encouragement of light
against its being,
otherwise we all remain too frightened.

How did the rose ever open its heart
and give to this world all of its beauty?
It felt the encouragement of light
against its being,
otherwise we all remain too frightened.

Hafiz, translation by Daniel Ladinsky

Hafiz, translation by Daniel Ladinsky

Song:

How could anyone ever tell you
You were anything less than beautiful
How could anyone ever tell you,
you were less than whole
How could anyone fail to notice
that your loving is a miracle
How deeply you’re connected to my soul

Song:

How could anyone ever tell you
You were anything less than beautiful
How could anyone ever tell you,
you were less than whole
How could anyone fail to notice
that your loving is a miracle
How deeply you’re connected to my soul

Libby Roderick
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Artist Talk – How does your art create space for the
gifts of emotion and intuition? How does it open you
to a more authentic sense of presence and
wholeness in your life?

Artist Talk – How does your art create space for the
gifts of emotion and intuition? How does it open you
to a more authentic sense of presence and
wholeness in your life?

Announcements for the Day

Announcements for the Day

Sending Prayer:
O thou dweller in my heart,
Open it out, purify it, make it bright, beautiful.
Awaken it, prepare it, make it fearless,
Make it a blessing to others.
Rid it of laziness, free it from doubt.
Unite it with all, destroy its bondage.
Let thy peaceful music pervade all its works.
Make my heart fixed on thy holy feet
and make it full of you, full of joy, full of joy.

Sending Prayer:
O thou dweller in my heart,
Open it out, purify it, make it bright, beautiful.
Awaken it, prepare it, make it fearless,
Make it a blessing to others.
Rid it of laziness, free it from doubt.
Unite it with all, destroy its bondage.
Let thy peaceful music pervade all its works.
Make my heart fixed on thy holy feet
and make it full of you, full of joy, full of joy.

Mohandas Gandhi

Mohandas Gandhi

Wednesday Vespers at the River

Wednesday Vespers at the River

Make not of thy heart a casket,
opening seldom, quick to close;
but of bread a wide-mouthed basket,
or a cup that overflows.

Make not of thy heart a casket,
opening seldom, quick to close;
but of bread a wide-mouthed basket,
or a cup that overflows.

George MacDonald

George MacDonald

A Threshold Moment

A Threshold Moment

Community Litany:
(Looking Upstream)
Divine Guest,
We lovingly welcome you
with the openness of our entire being.
We desire to receive people who are strangers
with this same spirit of graciousness.

Community Litany:
(Looking Upstream)
Divine Guest,
We lovingly welcome you
with the openness of our entire being.
We desire to receive people who are strangers
with this same spirit of graciousness.

(Looking Downstream)
Free our minds when they lock out others.
Disarm our hearts of any armor they wear.

(Looking Downstream)
Free our minds when they lock out others.
Disarm our hearts of any armor they wear.

Joyce Rupp, adapted by Vonda

Joyce Rupp, adapted by Vonda

(Turn toward One Another in the Circle)
Love is patient; love is kind;
Love is not envious or boastful
Or arrogant or rude.
It does not insist on its own way;
It is not irritable or resentful;
It does not rejoice in wrongdoing,
But rejoices in the truth.
It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all
things, endures all things.
Love never ends. Amen.

(Turn toward One Another in the Circle)
Love is patient; love is kind;
Love is not envious or boastful
Or arrogant or rude.
It does not insist on its own way;
It is not irritable or resentful;
It does not rejoice in wrongdoing,
But rejoices in the truth.
It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all
things, endures all things.
Love never ends. Amen.

1 Corinthians 13:4-8

1 Corinthians 13:4-8

Song: Arrangement by Scott Burnett
May God bless you and keep you,
and may God’s face shine bright to you,
and give you peace, and give you peace.
Amen. Amen.

Song: Arrangement by Scott Burnett
May God bless you and keep you,
and may God’s face shine bright to you,
and give you peace, and give you peace.
Amen. Amen.

Thursday Matins – Labyrinth Walk

Thursday Matins – Labyrinth Walk

The breath of God that gives us life
also gives each of us a share in God’s life,
in God’s creative Spirit,
as our souls open up to a life in God’s Spirit. ...
Are we breathing or are we being breathed?

The breath of God that gives us life
also gives each of us a share in God’s life,
in God’s creative Spirit,
as our souls open up to a life in God’s Spirit. ...
Are we breathing or are we being breathed?

Gena Davis

Gena Davis

Song: In Peace May We Walk

Song: In Peace May We Walk

Labyrinth Talk

Labyrinth Talk

Community Litany:
It is in the depths of life
that we find you at the heart of this moment
at the center of our soul
deep in the earth and its eternal stirrings.
You are the ground of all being
the Well-Spring of time
Womb of the earth
the Seed-Force of stars.
And so at the opening of this day
we wait
not for blessings from afar but for you
the very Soil of our soul
the early Freshness of morning
the first Breath of day.

Community Litany:
It is in the depths of life
that we find you at the heart of this moment
at the center of our soul
deep in the earth and its eternal stirrings.
You are the ground of all being
the Well-Spring of time
Womb of the earth
the Seed-Force of stars.
And so at the opening of this day
we wait
not for blessings from afar but for you
the very Soil of our soul
the early Freshness of morning
the first Breath of day.

John Philip Newell, Praying with the Earth

John Philip Newell, Praying with the Earth

Community Labyrinth Walk and Blessing

Community Labyrinth Walk and Blessing

Thursday Vespers - Visio Divina

Thursday Vespers - Visio Divina

Something as earthbound
as fabric and clay and paint
can speak our most wordless longings,
express our delight and grief.
Beauty can connect our hearts
to the divine heart.

Something as earthbound
as fabric and clay and paint
can speak our most wordless longings,
express our delight and grief.
Beauty can connect our hearts
to the divine heart.

Guild Founder Richard Caemmerer, Jr.

Guild Founder Richard Caemmerer, Jr.

Visio Divina with Courtney

Visio Divina with Courtney

Evening Blessing:
As the moon traces its light across the surface of
water, as star-fire pricks the blanket of night, so
may God’s love and light shine in your heart and
in your dreaming.
Amen.

Evening Blessing:
As the moon traces its light across the surface of
water, as star-fire pricks the blanket of night, so
may God’s love and light shine in your heart and
in your dreaming.
Amen.

Friday Matins
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Are you jealous of the ocean's generosity?
Why would you refuse to give
this joy to anyone?

Are you jealous of the ocean's generosity?
Why would you refuse to give
this joy to anyone?

Fish don't hold the sacred liquid in cups!
They swim in the huge fluid freedom.

Fish don't hold the sacred liquid in cups!
They swim in the huge fluid freedom.

Rumi

Rumi

Song Round by Darlene Franz
Become a whole world for a whole world
Remember the Mercy
Be whole as I am whole

Song Round by Darlene Franz
Become a whole world for a whole world
Remember the Mercy
Be whole as I am whole

Artist Talk – How does your art open/expand your
sphere of influence (or simply, perspective) to include
the Other--neighbor, stranger, earth, cosmos?

Artist Talk – How does your art open/expand your
sphere of influence (or simply, perspective) to include
the Other--neighbor, stranger, earth, cosmos?

Community Litany:
It used to be that when I would wake in the
morning, I could, with confidence, say,
“What am ‘I’ going to do today?”
That was before the seed cracked open.
Now Hafiz is certain:
There are two of us housed in this body,
doing the shopping together in the market
and tickling each other while fixing the
evening’s food.
Now when I awake, all the internal instruments
play the same music:
“God, what love-mischief can we do
for the world today?”

Community Litany:
It used to be that when I would wake in the
morning, I could, with confidence, say,
“What am ‘I’ going to do today?”
That was before the seed cracked open.
Now Hafiz is certain:
There are two of us housed in this body,
doing the shopping together in the market
and tickling each other while fixing the
evening’s food.
Now when I awake, all the internal instruments
play the same music:
“God, what love-mischief can we do
for the world today?”

Hafiz

Hafiz

Friday Vespers at the Finisterre

Friday Vespers at the Finisterre

Not only our faith in God,
but our faith in one another,
opens the Way for the fullness of love,
the bounty of grace.

Not only our faith in God,
but our faith in one another,
opens the Way for the fullness of love,
the bounty of grace.

Carol Martin
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Community Litany:
We are the new world, the better kinder world,
a world that is coming and already here.
We are the world that cares for one another,
cares for the earth, welcomes the stranger,
extends and lives out radical and revolutionary
love, the new world that doesn’t just tolerate
diversity but values and celebrates diversity.

Community Litany:
We are the new world, the better kinder world,
a world that is coming and already here.
We are the world that cares for one another,
cares for the earth, welcomes the stranger,
extends and lives out radical and revolutionary
love, the new world that doesn’t just tolerate
diversity but values and celebrates diversity.

Carrie Newcomer

Carrie Newcomer

How do you experience the Finisterre?

How do you experience the Finisterre?

Finisterre Blessing by Liv Larson Andrews

Finisterre Blessing by Liv Larson Andrews

O God who is, who was, and who ever shall be,
we ask your blessing upon this place.
In your mystery, draw near to us here.

O God who is, who was, and who ever shall be,
we ask your blessing upon this place.
In your mystery, draw near to us here.

Come in the four winds.
Cross this circle and unsettle us.
Bless you, O Wind.

Come in the four winds.
Cross this circle and unsettle us.
Bless you, O Wind.

Come in the rushing water.
Cleanse, refresh and sustain us.
Bless you, O Water.

Come in the rushing water.
Cleanse, refresh and sustain us.
Bless you, O Water.

Come in the living land, terre firme.
Root us in holy love.
Bless you, O Land.

Come in the living land, terre firme.
Root us in holy love.
Bless you, O Land.

Come, O God, in the passage of time,
in sun, moon and stars, in the rolling years.
Weave our sacred memories
into your adventurous future.
Bless you, O Time.

Come, O God, in the passage of time,
in sun, moon and stars, in the rolling years.
Weave our sacred memories
into your adventurous future.
Bless you, O Time.

Finally, bless all created things
and co-creators who visit this ridge.

Finally, bless all created things
and co-creators who visit this ridge.

Saturday Celebration

Saturday Celebration

Slow my pace, Spirit of Love,
Breathe into my being, Word.

Slow my pace, Spirit of Love,
Breathe into my being, Word.

Monsignor Bernard Powers

Monsignor Bernard Powers

Song Round by Darlene Franz
Become a whole world for a whole world
Remember the Mercy
Be whole as I am whole

Song Round by Darlene Franz
Become a whole world for a whole world
Remember the Mercy
Be whole as I am whole

Morning Blessing:
Listen for Spirit's Voice guiding the soul for service
in the great renewal, the new creation,
the citadel of Love here on Earth.
All are welcome together as One!
Listen, attune, heed the inner Voice of Love.
Let us open ourselves to Wisdom, to ever
deepening communion with the Source of all
creation.

Morning Blessing:
Listen for Spirit's Voice guiding the soul for service
in the great renewal, the new creation,
the citadel of Love here on Earth.
All are welcome together as One!
Listen, attune, heed the inner Voice of Love.
Let us open ourselves to Wisdom, to ever
deepening communion with the Source of all
creation.

Nan Merrill

Nan Merrill

Your Week’s Video

Your Week’s Video
What were your
experiences with
Opening this week?

What were your
experiences with
Opening this week?

Describe a moment of
opening that
surrendered you to
mystery.

Describe a moment of
opening that
surrendered you to
mystery.

Reflection

Reflection

Sharing of the Community’s Creative Gifts

Sharing of the Community’s Creative Gifts

Prayers of the People:
Let us be aware of the Source of Being that is
common to us all and to all living creatures.
(Silence)
Let us be filled with the Presence of the Great
Compassion toward ourselves and toward all
living beings.
(You are invited to share the concerns of your
heart, aloud or in the quiet of your heart.)
Realizing that we are all nourished from the same
Source of Life, may we so live that others be not
deprived of air, food, water, shelter, or the chance
to live. Amen.

Prayers of the People:
Let us be aware of the Source of Being that is
common to us all and to all living creatures.
(Silence)
Let us be filled with the Presence of the Great
Compassion toward ourselves and toward all
living beings.
(You are invited to share the concerns of your
heart, aloud or in the quiet of your heart.)
Realizing that we are all nourished from the same
Source of Life, may we so live that others be not
deprived of air, food, water, shelter, or the chance
to live. Amen.

-Anglican Church, Aotearoa, New Zealand, Polynesia

-Anglican Church, Aotearoa, New Zealand, Polynesia

Litany of Departure by Laurie Rudel

Litany of Departure by Laurie Rudel

Having gathered together in this place,
we give thanks for the gift of rest and play,
for the creative flow of learning and work,
and for companions who gladden our hearts.

Having gathered together in this place,
we give thanks for the gift of rest and play,
for the creative flow of learning and work,
and for companions who gladden our hearts.

Having gathered together in this place,
we give thanks:
for the land and for the river—
for our teachers—
for those who nourished our bodies
with good food—
for those who washed our pots and pans
and plates and cups—
and for those who prepared for us
spaces to create and places to rest.

Having gathered together in this place,
we give thanks:
for the land and for the river—
for our teachers—
for those who nourished our bodies
with good food—
for those who washed our pots and pans
and plates and cups—
and for those who prepared for us
spaces to create and places to rest.

And having gathered together in this place,
we now make ready to take our leave.

And having gathered together in this place,
we now make ready to take our leave.

Blessing of Peace by Joe Grant, adapted by Vonda
In the days yet to come,
each time Life affords us the opportunity,
may we take the tender way.
May we speak with gutsy love,
from heart to heart;
choosing to forgive more readily,
holding onto hurt lightly.
In the brief, bright remaining moments,
with the limited breath we’ve been given,
may we speak our truth gently
and forgive freely.
And with the shine in our eyes,
may we bestow blessings unspoken
upon all we survey.

Blessing of Peace by Joe Grant, adapted by Vonda
In the days yet to come,
each time Life affords us the opportunity,
may we take the tender way.
May we speak with gutsy love,
from heart to heart;
choosing to forgive more readily,
holding onto hurt lightly.
In the brief, bright remaining moments,
with the limited breath we’ve been given,
may we speak our truth gently
and forgive freely.
And with the shine in our eyes,
may we bestow blessings unspoken
upon all we survey.

Sharing the Peace

Sharing the Peace

Celebration Brunch

Celebration Brunch

